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a b s t r a c t 

Progress in the field of documentation and safeguarding of heritage buildings has evolved considerably 

since the implementation and use of information models. However, these models are being refined and 

particularised in an attempt to cover the full range of elements to be protected. 

There is one case that has not yet been sufficiently studied, namely the specific typology of under- 

ground built heritage spaces, where the procedures designed for more conventional buildings are not 

applicable. A lack of consensus has been detected in the standardisation of data processing, which is 

fundamentally since these spaces do not respond to the classification nor as a building or as an archaeo- 

logical site. 

In addition, the morphology of these spaces, -with irregular surfaces of complex geometry-, makes 

the three-dimensional representation indispensable to record concise and exact documentation. 

This research proposes a specific methodology for processing heritage data from CIDOC-based models 

for underground built heritage spaces that fills the identified gap. The research also proposes solutions 

to the ontological problem of linking information and annotated data, establishing a methodology for 

performing this kind of work directly on three-dimensional models using web applications. This simpli- 

fication of the procedure facilitates the reading and multidisciplinary access to the information of the 

agents involved in safeguarding heritage, replacing two-dimensional projections representation with the 

introduction of three-dimensional tools. 

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Masson SAS on behalf of Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche 

(CNR). 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

.1. Contextualisation of the case study. Geographic location 

Las Cuevas de la Batida are located in the municipality of Car- 

ona, Spain. Morphologically, they are located in Los Alcores ledge 

 1 ], an elevated plateau overlooking the territory adjacent to the 

uadalquivir River depression. At the geological level, it is com- 

osed of a large layer of calcarenite rock, a porous rock that allows 

he filtration of water and an important escarpment in its Eastern 

lope. ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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.2. Historical and archaeological context 

The material extracted from these Cultural heritage quarries has 

istorically been used since the 15th century for the construction 

f buildings both in the municipality of Carmona and the sur- 

ounding area. This is the case of the church of Santa María in Car- 

ona [ 2 ]. In these quarries there are various inscriptions by stone- 

asons, such as the one inscribed on the rock with the name of 

he master Antón Gallego, dated in 1518 [ 3 ]. 

The material extracted is calcarenite rock. It is sedimentary type 

n nature. The different densities and consistencies of the extracted 

aterial in each geological stratum compel the stratigraphy of the 

xtracted rocks, to be divided into two large groups [ 4 ]. On the

ne hand, there is the deeper and less porous extractable variety 

hat can be used as building material, and on the other hand, the 

on-extractable variety, used for backfilling and for obtaining ag- 

regates. This fact conditioned the exploitation of the site when it 
Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR). This is an open access article under the CC BY 
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Fig. 1. Cuevas de la Batida. 

Fig. 2. Territorial plan and relationship of the historic centre of the town of Car- 

mona (lower) with Las Cuevas de la Batida in purple (upper). 
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as in operation, configuring the current morphology of the com- 

lex, generating a series of caves ( Fig. 3 ) when the thickness of the

on-extractable and residual material stratum was substantial. 

Of all the existing caves in the Batida area, the Antón Gallego 

ave was chosen as the one with the greatest variety and diversity 

f elements to be described. The aim is that the working method- 

logy applied to this case study could be extrapolated directly to 

he rest of the caves, and also, indirectly, to other underground 

eritage sites. This cave has a surface area scarcely up 100 m2 etres, 

 maximum height of 6.70 metres and the maximum length of its 

ain nave is 21 metres. 

The result of this productive activity, which has been carried 

ut since ancient times, is the creation of a site of important her- 
226
tage value. This activity has transformed the landscape by means 

f open-cast excavation, creating large vertical surfaces and a se- 

ies of cavities in some of these areas, which penetrate horizon- 

ally into the ground, creating spaces of considerable dimensions, 

ith a great geometric complexity, which can sometimes be indis- 

inguishable from natural geological formations. 

.3. Problem analysis 

.3.1. Underground built heritage, difficult access 

This contribution is the result of the need for documentation, 

nalysis and management of the preventive conservation of these 

paces through data linked to the traces of the construction pro- 

esses that have produced them, or the identification and mon- 

toring of perceptible pathologies in their walls. The information 

btained is often difficult to structure and this problem is com- 

ounded by the fact of the standardisation of data applied to her- 

tage buildings, especially in underground spaces. 

This is compounded by the difficulty of objectively comparing 

everal similar heritage objects that, despite having a similar ty- 

ology, are documented in different ways, which makes working 

n multidisciplinary teams very complex. 

This problem is accentuated for the establishment of under- 

round spaces typologies, for several reasons: 

a) As the underground spaces are the result of material extraction 

processes, they differ from the usual tectonic processes in ar- 

chitecture. 

b) Nor do they correspond to the characteristics of archaeological 

sites, since they are spaces conceived as subterranean per se , in 

many cases reversing the stratigraphic order. 

c) The difficulty of locating and contextualising them. In many 

cases, they are hidden beneath the contemporary city and usu- 

ally have limited and precarious access due to their size and 

lack of natural light. 

d) The geometric complexity of this type of heritage. The irregular- 

ity of their morphology makes it difficult to produce a complete 

and exhaustive graphic representation. Two-dimensional repre- 

sentations are imprecise because they depend on the choice of 

sections since they are not flat or associated with a specific ge- 

ometry. This type of representation makes semantic annotation 

of the data difficult, as much data may be hidden and undocu- 

mented. 

If the typology establishment is not easy, the encoding of the 

nformation is even less so. The underground spaces own nature 

eans that the information fields can be very different from those 

f any other type of heritage, which has given rise to a specific 

erm, Underground Built Heritage, used by various authors [ 5 ], and 

lso requires 3D documentation of these architectures [ 6 ]. 
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Fig. 3. Plan and section of the Cave of Antón Gallego. Carmona. Spain. 
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One solution to obtain a visualisation of this heritage typology 

s three-dimensional surveys using point clouds. However, mod- 

lling complex surfaces from point clouds requires an arduous op- 

imisation process to make them compatible with and manageable 

y most graphics software [ 7 , 8 ]. 

. Research aim and methodology 

The input of this research presents the first results of a method- 

logical proposal to solve these problems, with the aim of con- 

ributing to the processes of documentation and conservation of 
227
his type of heritage, in two work areas: The standardisation of 

nformation through a data ontology, and a strategy for the man- 

gement and visualisation of alphanumeric information linked to a 

hree-dimensional model through web applications. 

Both lines of work will make use of reference models that have 

lready been experimented and applied to cultural heritage, such 

s the CIDOC CRM entity systems, a basic ontology that allows the 

xchange of information from different heterogeneous sources on 

ultural heritage [ 9 ], and its CRM dig extension, which allows the 

ollection of documentation procedures and the digital acquisition 

f heritage information [ 10 ]. 

In addition, virtual platforms and applications for accessible and 

ultidisciplinary three-dimensional digital modelling will be used 

o provide the necessary data for correct heritage documentation. 

With this objective in mind, the data developed in the ontol- 

gy structuring process will be used to give order and meaning 

o the mass of information in the three-dimensional digital model, 

earching for a systematic way of working that can help the in- 

erdisciplinary group involved in the documentation and manage- 

ent: the technicians who capture the metric data by means of 

oint clouds, the archaeologists and historians who record the in- 

ormation, the technicians in charge of preventive conservation or 

onsolidation interventions and, at a later stage, the general pub- 

ic, although the latter would initially be outside the scope of this 

ork proposal. 

The first results of the attempt to bring together these two 

ork lines in order to respond to the proposed objectives are pre- 

ented below, beginning each section with a brief background de- 

cription. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Data ontology 

Data ontologies are the definition of the relationships between 

 network or data system. For each domain or area of knowledge 

here is a specific ontology. The reference ontology for the inter- 

hange of cultural heritage information is the CIDOC–Conceptual 

eference Model (CRM) contained in the ISO 21,127:2014 stan- 

ard [ 11 ]. This data ontology was originally developed for the 

xchange of information managed by museums, libraries and 

rchives, specifically promoted by the International Council of Mu- 

eums (ICOM). The similarities of these exchanges with the man- 

gement of heritage information led to the spread and implemen- 

ation of its use also in the field of cultural heritage [ 12 ]. Currently,

he CIDOC–CRM ontology is used in most of the ontology diagrams 

roposed by research related to cultural heritage, creating an ex- 

ensible and adaptive categorisation to other complementary on- 

ologies [ 13 ]. 

Reading ontology schemas is not always an easy task as it re- 

uires not only advanced knowledge of the subject so to under- 

tand the information encoding, but also to take into consideration 

hat the ontology design depends on multiple factors such as the 

ype of heritage elements or the process to be described in each 

emantic data schema. 

For this purpose, a review of the current state of research 

n the field of study is carried out using graphical means. The 

IDOC–CRM system is used as the basis for most of the ontol- 

gy designs for heritage data. In order to be able to compare one 

esearch with another on the basis of common data, a study of 

he most commonly used entities is carried out ( Fig. 4 ). The re-

ults indicate which are the most common entities in the ontology 

chemas that can be used for a basic and standard description of 

eritage assets, such as the basic entities E21 Person, E39 Actor, E52 

ime-Span, E53 Place or E55 Type. On the other hand, the less used 

nes serve for a specific description of particular heritage data. 
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Fig. 4. Comparative diagram of the CIDOC CRM entities used in the different in- 

vestigations. The ontology typology is differentiated by colour. In dark green the 

generic ontologies, in light blue the ontologies designed for a specific heritage ty- 

pology, in light green the ontologies dedicated to defining a specific heritage object, 

in pink the ontologies that describe museum processes and in orange the ontologies 

on underground heritage spaces. 
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A colour classification of the type of ontology is also carried out 

 Fig. 4 ). According to the research analysed, ontology designs are of 

 generic nature, i.e. they do not describe a specific heritage ele- 

ent, but can be applied to any type of heritage [ 14-19 ]. Research

ocused on the conservation state [ 20 ]. Other research designs on- 

ology diagrams specific to a heritage typology, such as intangible 

eritage [ 21 ], or even to a very specific singular element, such as 

he “Cylinder Seal of Ibni-Sharrum” [ 22 ]. Of particular interest [ 23- 

6 ] are the ontologies created for museographic purposes. 

If we focus on the specific field of underground heritage spaces, 

e can find far fewer cases, but the following research is worth 

entioning: Generation of ontological diagrams for the heritage in- 

entory of one of the caves on the Silk Road in China, in this case

he ontology is focused on studying its state of conservation [ 27 ]. 

esearch on the Ethiopian rupestrian churches, generating a series 

f ontological models, in this case on a representative fragment 

f mural painting. A first model is designed for the description of 

hese visual representations and their iconographic analysis. The 

econd model describes the painting materials and their conserva- 

ion conditions, as well as including information on samples taken 

nd the results of their physico-chemical analysis. Finally, a model 

s designed for the digitisation of the heritage element, focusing on 

he elaboration of three-dimensional digitisation processes from a 

oint cloud, also including the orthophotos taken. For this model, 

he CIDOC–CRM ontology is complemented with the CRMdig ex- 

ension for heritage digitisation [ 28 ]. 

.2. Adaptation of the data ontology for underground spaces 

For the correct management of the data and graphic documen- 

ation of underground heritage spaces, once the state of the art 

as been analysed, 3 levels of data ontology corresponding to the 

ifferent heritage management processes are proposed, using the 

IDOC CRM and CRM dig codes: 

a) Standardise the process of obtaining and classifying alphanu- 

meric data on underground built heritage spaces. 

b) Standardise the complete and comprehensive metric capture of 

underground built heritage spaces. 

c) Standardise the generation of three-dimensional models of un- 

derground spaces. 

This specific ontology ( Fig. 5 ) seeks to standardise the docu- 

entation process of underground built heritage spaces from a 

omplete description including data of different typology. 

The ontologies proposed below have been designed to describe 

pecific processes in the documentation of underground built her- 

tage spaces. They are based on existing ontology diagrams de- 

cribed in the existing research previously described. Since these 

xisting ontologies do not describe the complete heritage docu- 

entation processes that this research aims to achieve for this 

nique and specific heritage typology, the methodology for gen- 

rating these diagrams has consisted of a partial selection of other 

iagrams, either because they describe similar documentation pro- 

esses or because they are investigations on the same heritage ty- 

ology. 

The heritage element under study, in this case a particular cave 

rom Las Cuevas de La Batida (described in 1.1), is defined as Physi- 

al Thing (E18), and documented as Information Object (E73) 

On the one hand, entity E73 collects the alphanumeric de- 

criptive information of specific data of the heritage asset. For 

his purpose, a series of specific information fields are established. 

irstly, each underground built heritage space is coded with Iden- 

ifier (E42) according to the heritage typology, using codes of type 

x00, in this case Ca01, where Ca corresponds to the heritage ty- 

ology “cave” and the numbers, to the inventory. In addition to the 

dentifier, other descriptors are used. Period (E4), Place (E53), Type 
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Fig. 5. Ontology diagram for the documentation of underground built heritage spaces. 
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E55), Dimension (E54), Material (E57) and Condition State (E3). This 

ystematics are already common in many sources, and it does not 

eem necessary to discuss them further. 

However, for the description of another object information en- 

ity (E73) of a graphic nature, related to the existing graphic docu- 

entation of the heritage asset, the prescriptor Documen t (E31) is 

sed, and for the acquisition of new data, Acquisition (E8). Using 

hese prescriptors, published experiences are more limited, so we 

ill develop them in the following subsections. 

We will start from the existing documentation (E55) which is 

n turn classified with the heritage typology fields Type (E55) and 

uthor of the document Authority Document (E32). 

Also, for the acquisition of new data (E8), involving metric data 

ollection and modelling, a digital survey procedure Design or pro- 

edure (E29) is specifically created, which is composed of two digi- 

alization processes: Digitalization Process (D2), one for the acquisi- 

ion of two-dimensional information and the other one for three- 

imensional information. Both processes are encompassed in a dig- 

tal object Digital Object (D1), corresponding to a point cloud. 

In parallel, for the geolocation of the point cloud, a parallel pro- 

edure for the topographic acquisition Design or procedure (E29) 

as been generated from a topographic information acquisition 

rocess Digitalization Process (D2) that creates the georeferencing 

f the 3D heritage points cloud from UTM coordinates Space Prim- 

tive (E94). 

This process is detailed in a schema of specific ontology model 

or data acquisition and three-dimensional modelling of heritage 

uilt underground spaces ( Fig. 5 ). 
229
All the information generated and processed in the object (E73) 

nd digital model (D1) information entities is collected in a single 

nformation model , Data Object (D9). 

.2.1. Ontology for data acquisition and three-dimensional modelling 

As mentioned above, to carry out a complete and exhaus- 

ive graphic documentation of underground built heritage spaces, 

hich by definition are characterised by being composed of irreg- 

lar surfaces of complex geometry, it is essential to develop three- 

imensional models. 

This work is usually carried out by a specialist team which pro- 

ides a point cloud using a variety of techniques that the rest of 

he multidisciplinary team are not usually aware of. 

It is for this reason that it is necessary to generate a specific 

ntology -that could be recognized by all the coworkers- for her- 

tage digitisation from three-dimensional surveys made up of point 

louds ( Fig. 6 ). To obtain a point cloud of the heritage element

E18), two digitisation processes Digitisation Process (D2) are pro- 

osed. Depending on the characteristics of the space to be doc- 

mented, the most appropriate solution will be selected to use: 

oint clouds generated by laser scanning or clouds generated using 

he photogrammetry technique. Each of the digitisation processes 

ncorporates the information of the date on which the process is 

arried out, denominated Time-Span (E52) and the author of the 

rocedure, Actor (E39). 

The process of generating point clouds using laser scanning 

quipment is carried out of a series of stages, starting with the 

lanning and procedure for the specific data acquisition, Design of 
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Fig. 6. Ontology diagram for data collection and three-dimensional modelling. 
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rocedure (E29), the data acquisition is carried out using a spe- 

ific laser scanning equipment, Digital Device (D8). During the pro- 

ess and afterwards, the cloud generated by the scanner is op- 

imised by means of specific software, Software (D14). Finally, a 

hree-dimensional model of the heritage asset is obtained, consist- 

ng of an optimised point cloud, Digital Object (D1). 

The methodology for the acquisition of point clouds with 

hotogrammetry techniques is mainly divided into two digi- 

isation processes (D2). The first process is the photographic 

ata acquisition of the heritage asset (E29), using specific pho- 

ographic equipment (D8) to generate a collection of images 

D1). Once the data have been collected, the next process be- 

ins, the creation of the three-dimensional point cloud model 

E29) using specific software (D14), obtaining a three-dimensional 

odel (D1). 

All the collected information resulting from the different three- 

imensional data acquisition processes, such as point clouds gener- 

ted by laser scanning or photogrammetry, including the collection 

f images, are compiled in a unitary information scheme, Data Ob- 

ect (D9). 

.2.2. Ontology for annotation of heritage data on three-dimensional 

odels of underground spaces 

Once the data ontology for the documentation -obtained from 

etric capture and generation of three-dimensional models- of 

nderground built heritage spaces have been established, the 

ext level is to define a ontology for the annotation of data on 

hese three-dimensional models generated from web applications 

 Fig. 7 ). The objective is to unify and encompass all the informa-
230
ion from the two previous ontologies in a single standardised and 

omplete model, through web applications. 

The procedure to be executed consists of the following: on the 

hree-dimensional point cloud Digital Object (D1) of the heritage 

lement Physical Thing (E18), a selection of the geometric regions, 

rea (D35), of the point cloud to be defined according to each cate- 

ory is made. The set of points included in each region is classified 

n different annotation categories, producing an association Anno- 

ation Event (D30) between the areas (D35) and the categorised 

ata. The information in each annotation category, Information Ob- 

ect (E73), is defined in terms of the CIDOC CRM and CRM dig (E1) 

ntities. A categorised annotation model, Annotation Object (D29), 

s generated thanks to the use of the web application Software 

D14) Aïoli platform that allows interoperability between the dif- 

erent types of data described. With all this, a unique and specific 

roposition is designed for the annotation of information in three- 

imensional models for underground built heritage spaces of com- 

lex geometry, Propositional Object (E89). 

.3. Semi-automatic annotation of heritage semantic data in 

hree-dimensional models from point clouds using web applications 

Once the specific ontology for underground built heritage 

paces has been designed, we address the second objective of 

he work: how to make visible a heritage typology characterised 

y being hidden underground. To achieve this, the 3D annotation 

latform Aïoli, developed by the MAP research unit of the CNRS 

n France, was used to build semantically enriched descriptions 

rom photogrammetric reconstruction and spatial labelling. This 
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Fig. 7. Ontology diagram for the annotation of data on surfaces of three-dimensional models. 
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eb application is of particular interest as it allows the linking 

f image-based modelling, 2D-3D diffusion and correlation of 

emantic annotations, and analysis of multiple attribute layers 

 29 , 30 ]. One of the most significant scientific applications of 

he Aïoli platform is its use as the main tool within the Digital 

nformation Working Group for the post-fire reconstruction of 

otre-Dame de Paris Cathedral. This tool was used to collect 

ata on the current state of conservation of the various elements 

fter the fire. The different phases of the reconstruction were 

lso periodically recorded [ 31 ]. It has also been used to make a

omparative approach between the semantic annotation and infor- 

ation management processes carried out with this platform and 

hose that can be developed from HBIM information models [ 32 ]. 

In addition to the information management of heritage build- 

ngs, it has also been used to perform semantic annotations on 

ovable assets, in this case as part of the digital diagnosis process 

f the Autumn statue, mainly indicating the alterations suffered by 

he carving at different times and the pathologies on its surface 

 33 ]. 

For the annotation of information on digital models, workflows 

ased on HBIM tools and models could also be used [ 34 ]. However,

he Aïoli Platform resource was chosen for this research because, in 

ddition to allowing the development of different strategies that 

mprove the documentation, conservation, enhancement and dis- 

emination of heritage, it allows these data to be displayed and 

ade accessible to a wider range of agents; facilitating access to 

nformation is essential for improving the conservation of heritage 

ssets. 

For this reason, once a specific hierarchy of data adapted to un- 

erground built heritage spaces has been designed, we propose to 

e able to visualise and locate them in the heritage asset, in this 

ase on a three-dimensional model representing it. 

The first step is to carry out a data collection campaign, per- 

orming a photogrammetric survey of the cave, similar to those 

arried out in other heritage buildings [ 35 , 36 ] or in underground

paces [ 37-39 ]. For this specific scenario, it is not possible to use a

oint cloud generated by 3D scanner, although this method would 

e more accurate, as the semantic annotation is generated directly 

y means of graphical regions on the images. 

The photogrammetric elevation has been carried out from a 

hotographic data collection with Sony ILCE-7RM3 equipment both 
231
nside the cave and its surroundings. Once the data had been col- 

ected, these images were processed and positioned using point 

loud processing and generation software. 

Once the point cloud is generated, it is introduced into the web 

pplication. 

.3.1. Structure of the information 

The data are structured in different categories according to the 

ntological model specifically designed for this type of heritage el- 

ments, based on the CIDOC CRM and CRM DIG entity systems 

 40 ]. On one side, the heritage asset as a whole, with the general

nformation of the entities - physical thing, identifier, site, type, con- 

ition state, resignation, period, acquisition, design of procedure, actor, 

nformation object, document, authority document-. 

On a specific level, the following categories are annotated on 

he three-dimensional model: discontinuities and densities of ma- 

erials, spatial composition, defining the structures that conform it, 

tages and differentiation between original spaces and extensions. 

nnotation of stonemasons’ marks, inscriptions, pickaxe marks and 

shlar cut marks is also included, considering that a prior anal- 

sis of the object to be analysed is necessary from different ap- 

roaches: archaeological, architectural-constructive, historiographi- 

al, etc. 

Finally, alterations such as fire marks, contemporary graffiti, 

racks, lime stains, detachment of material and paint are also 

oted. 

The items (of information) covered by this information model 

re structured and hierarchical at different levels ( Fig. 8 ). 

A first level of information comprises the general information 

evels into which the categories describing this heritage site are 

rouped. It is composed by categories of materiality, spatial com- 

osition, stonemasonry marks and alterations. 

A second information level includes different subcategories of 

he previous level, established as descriptors. The descriptors have 

he objective of making an advanced and specific classification that 

llows a correct identification of this heritage typology. The cate- 

ory Materiality includes the descriptor of discontinuity of mate- 

ials. The category Spatial Composition contains the descriptors of 

aves (cave structures or sections), Stages and Phases of excavation 

nd Cave Extensions . The category Stonemasonś marks include the 

escriptors of Stonemasons’ Inscriptions, Pickaxe Markings and Ash- 
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Fig. 8. Diagram of the structure of the different levels of information in the annotation model. The level of information corresponding to categories is represented in pink 

colour, descriptors in yellow, individual elements in blue and polygonal regions in black. 
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ar Cuttings . Finally, the Alterations category is constituted by the 

escriptors Fire Marks, Cracks, Lime Stains, Detachments, Areas Cov- 

red with Paint and Contemporary Graffiti. 

The third information level includes each of the elements high- 

ighted and described by the annotation that appear on the asset. 

epending on the degree of presence of each descriptor, the num- 

er of elements of each of them, will vary. 

The fourth and last information level is composed of each of 

he polygonal areas that have been drawn on the different images 

o identify each of the descriptors. The polygonal areas differ from 

he elements, as the latter can be composed of several regions. This 

s due to the geometric complexity of the surfaces of the space to 

e documented, as there are certain elements that cannot be seen 

s a whole in a single image, so several polygons have to be drawn

o cover the entire element to be described. 

All this information allows us to approach the knowledge of 

his type of space, which in the case of La Batida cave is related

o a productive system that has had a great impact on the region, 

ower Andalusia, previously studied through the application of GIS 

nd Graph systems, given its territorial scale. It therefore repre- 

ents an attempt to approach a more detailed and specific level of 

nformation on one of the key elements in the productive activity 

f a region, the quarries [ 41 ]. 

The database that has been generated, in addition to propos- 

ng a structure of specific information levels ( Fig. 8 ), also designs 

 coding of the concrete and clear information for this heritage ty- 

ology ( Fig. 9 ) with the precise objective of facilitating the reading 
232
f the data by the agents involved. The coding is structured on the 

asis of the descriptors of the second information level, with levels 

 and 4 being associated to this level, thus generating a tree like 

or branched) structure of data that allows the heritage informa- 

ion to be easily traced. 

.3.2. Web-based annotation platform 

The Aïoli web application mentioned above processes the point 

loud of the cave previously generated by a specific software and 

t the same time, locates and orients the images that have been 

enerated by the point cloud. These are the images that will be 

sed later to perform the data annotation. 

This platform has been used in previous research for the man- 

gement of heritage information of movable and immovable as- 

ets, but it has not been used for the description and documen- 

ation of Underground Built Heritage (UBH), this heritage typol- 

gy cannot be classified as a building as they are really spaces 

enerated by the extraction of material, which makes it difficult 

o standardise the processes of documentation and management 

f heritage information. This research proposes the standardisa- 

ion of heritage information of this typology based on the Aïoli 

latform. 

In the image where some of the relevant features for annota- 

ion are detected, a graphical area associated with a particular fea- 

ure is marked and the area is automatically extrapolated to the 

hree-dimensional point cloud. The regions are stored in layers. 
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Fig. 9. Chart with the categories, descriptors and elements defining the annotation 

model database. 
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ach layer and sublayer ( Fig. 9 ) correspond to the different levels 

f information described above ( Fig. 8 ). 

Each outstanding element is defined by a series of fields based 

n CIDOC CRM entities and designed specifically for the heritage 

ypology and for each of the descriptors. In this way, the alphanu- 

eric information in the database is directly associated with the 

hree-dimensional model of the point cloud ( Fig. 10 ). 

By applying the described procedure through web applications, 

t is possible to graphically visualise the annotation of the data 

f this complex typology of heritage assets ( Fig. 10 ). Therefore, 

 more intuitive and complete alternative for reading the data 

s proposed, enriched in this paper by the application of a spe- 

ific ontology that should contribute to its better integration in 

he processes of documentation and management of this type of 

eritage. 

. Discussion and results 

The work carried out aims to go beyond obtaining a point cloud 

n order to obtain detailed information on the complex geometric 

eritage object of La Batida Cave, but also to advance in the defini- 

ion of the concept of Survey or Rilievo , understood as a process of 

nowledge. The technological advances resulting from the numer- 

us published experiences offer procedures and methods that are 

sually limited to very a specific disciplinary field, which are diffi- 

ult to integrate in the daily management related to the protection 

f the heritage. 

This contribution aims to show a first approach to the stan- 

ardisation of the documentation process and the structuring of 

escriptive data on underground heritage, which will allow future 

esearch to adapt it to other types of underground heritage which, 

s we have explained, add to the usual difficulties inherent in the 

epresentation of built heritage, the complexity of its irregular ge- 

metry and the generation of its interior, solving or reducing its 

imitations with the proposed workflow. 

The methodology used for the visualisation and localisation of 

pecific data on the three-dimensional model aims to improve 

he workflow previously experimented on the web platform that 

he MAP research unit of the CNRS in France has allowed us 

o share. To achieve this, a specific data structure was designed 

ased on CIDOC CRM and CRM dig, the 3D point cloud gener- 

ted in Agisoft Metashape and the use of the Aïoli web applica- 

ion for direct annotation on the point cloud has been resorted 

o. This data flow has simplified the process of semantic annota- 

ion and the difficult reading of data ontologies that require spe- 

ific prior knowledge. However, this workflow currently has the 

eakness that the annotation can only be done on 2D images that 

re then reflected in the 3D point cloud, and it is not possible 

o use point clouds generated by a 3D scanner. A future work- 

ng line will be the investigation on different workflows that make 

ata acquisition more flexible and broaden the range of technical 

olutions. 

It is also intended to show the possibilities of specific onto- 

ogical diagrams to describe specific aspects of underground cul- 

ural heritage spaces, within international standards to future re- 

earch. For the design of ontology diagrams of the specific pro- 

esses described on documentation, data collection and annotation, 

t has been possible to carry out a complete description only with 

he CIDOC CRM and CRM ontologies. However, it should be noted 

hat the adopted cataloguing may also be a limitation for the onto- 

ogical description of other specific processes, so it may be neces- 

ary to complete the diagrams by adding and specialising the on- 

ologies with other additional ontologies, thus extending the scope 

nd allowing to alleviate this limitation. 

From the information obtained as a result of the standardisation 

rocess of heritage documentation processes, cataloguing has been 
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Fig. 10. Three-dimensional web model which shows all the elements of one of the descriptors, in this case that of the “facing cracks” of the heritage asset. And Annotation 

properties of a particular area following the information structure described by the research, in this case, for one of the elements of the descriptor “stonemark”. Examples of 

annotation of the categories: cracks, material discontinuity and spalling are also shown. Model created by the authors in the collaborative web application Aïoli platform®. 
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arried out, but further progress will be necessary in order to be 

ble to generate a more comprehensive and common database for 

ifferent underground heritage typologies, including other cases of 

iverse or specific studies, creating a common information net- 

ork, contributing to improving the processes of heritage conser- 

ation and enhancement. 

. Conclusions 

This work specifies and defines the standardisation of the infor- 

ation for the specific typology of “Heritage Underground Spaces”

n different categories of the ontological model. These elements, 

alfway between the typology of a heritage building and that of an 

rchaeological site, have a special difficulty in the standardisation 

f their information, for which a specific data ontology has been 

esigned based on CIDOC CRM and CRM dig, proposing and follow- 
234
ng several staged processes: the definition of a specific methodol- 

gy for the documentation of this type of heritage, the acquisition 

f specific characteristics and three-dimensional models, and the 

nnotation of data on them. This research creates a workflow us- 

ng previously described ontology diagrams, which makes it pos- 

ible to standardise a complete heritage documentation and data 

ompilation process, without the main objective of this work be- 

ng the design of new ontology diagrams. 

The work project advances in a wide field of work within 

he possible typologies of underground heritage, addressing and 

ncluding very different elements of underground infrastructure, 

uch as cisterns, crypts, burial sites and other engineering and 

rchitectural productions, where the cavities are morphologically 

haped by surfaces of complex geometry, the result of the extrac- 

ion of material from the subsoil. This documentation process im- 

roves the management of all heritage information, even if it is di- 
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erse or of a different nature, allowing it to be collected in a single

igital reference. 

The use of the Aïoli web application, in addition to unifying 

he storage of all types of heritage information, facilitated the leg- 

bility of the data, thanks to its web design and easy access, and 

implified its reading, which was often complex even for all the 

gents involved in the heritage. This specific strategy reinforces the 

rotection and safeguarding of heritage, laying the foundations for 

uture research into the enhancement of the various underground 

uilt heritage spaces. 
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